The draft genome sequences of three Streptococcus suis isolates, IMT40343, IMT40201, and IMT40738, are presented here. These isolates were obtained from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of healthy and diseased weaners from different German pigletproducing farms and differed in their susceptibility to penicillin.
Zealand) with default settings as a plugin within Geneious v10.1.3 (Biomatters Ltd.) ( Table 1 ). The coverage of the sequences was approximately 50-fold.
The total genome size of IMT40343 was 2,254,559 bp, and that of IMT40201 was 2,344,245 bp, while IMT40738 had a size of 2,458,255 bp. The GϩC contents ranged from 41.0 to 41.5%. Gene annotation was performed via the Rapid Annotations using Subsystems Technology (RAST) server (11) . For IMT40343 and IMT40201, RAST identified 2,316 and 2,338 coding DNA sequences, with 10 and 13 rRNAs and 48 and 51 tRNAs, respectively. For IMT40738, RAST annotated 2,536 coding sequences with 8 rRNAs and 54 tRNAs. The Geneious BLAST tool identified class A (PBP2x and PBP2b) and class B (PBP1a, PBP2a, and PBP1b) PBPs with identity thresholds between 94 and 100% (12) . Analyses of the PBPs revealed an accumulation of amino acid exchanges in PBP2x and PBP2b of IMT40738, followed by that in IMT40201. However, no amino acid alterations within the conserved motifs were detected in all three sequences. Based on the detection of the respective loci in the draft genome sequences, isolates IMT40343 and IMT40201 were classified as serotypes 8 and 21, respectively. However, IMT40738 was not serotypeable, as it harbored a novel cps locus (13) (14) (15) . IMT40343 was assigned to sequence type 308 (ST308) using the multilocus sequence typing (MLST) service of the Center for Genomic Epidemiology (16) . In contrast, IMT40201 and IMT40738 were assigned to new STs 1097 and 1098, respectively, by the pubMLST service. No acquired antimicrobial resistance genes were found in IMT40343 using ResFinder, while in IMT40201, the resistance genes mef(A), msr(D), and tet(O) were found. In IMT40738, the resistance genes erm(B) and tet(O/W/32/O) were detected, in addition to mef(A) and msr(D) (17) .
Data availability. The WGSs of the isolates IMT40343, IMT40201, and IMT40738 have been deposited with BioProject number PRJNA505967 at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the accession numbers RRZP00000000, RRZQ00000000, and RRZO00000000, respectively. The raw data are available as SRA data with the numbers SAMN10440285 (IMT40201), SAMN10440286 (IMT40343), and SAMN10440287 (IMT40738).
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